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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Hybur Ltd Announces it’s Expansion into the Cayman Islands   
 
Miami, FL (June 1st, 2010) 
 
Hybur Ltd. announces the addition of the Cayman Islands to their weekly Western Caribbean service.  
 
For over 31 years - since 1979 - the Hyde Group of Companies, Hyde Shipping and MAK Freight in 
Miami (names that you are all familiar with), has provided cargo-receiving services to the people of 
the Cayman Islands. During that same period of time, Hybur Ltd has become the premier carrier of 
choice to Belize; Cancun, Mexico; and Roatan, Honduras; and is now re-establishing its Direct Service 
to the Cayman Islands. In today’s shipping climate of major global carriers, it is refreshing to find a 
carrier like Hybur Ltd. who has concentrated their assets and services to the Western Caribbean. 
 

“This move takes us back to our –“roots”-, said Captain Meade Hyde, president of Hyde Shipping 
Corporation. “For Hybur Ltd, quality service involves more than operational capability; it is a 
continual effort to remain in synch with customer needs. As our customer's priorities change due to 
business conditions, we take that into account and react accordingly. We operate fast and flexible ships 
in our trade routes, and have the most experienced and skilled personnel to provide you with the 
quality of service you require.  
 
Schedule: 
Hybur vessels will depart from Port Everglades, FL. on Monday and Thursday and arrive in Grand 
Cayman on Wednesday and Saturday night. The first sailing is scheduled for Thursday June 10th, 
2010.  
 
In Miami, Hybur Ltd partners with Hyde Shipping Corp and MAK Freight Inc, where you will find the 
same friendly, courteous and highly skilled personnel that you have worked with over the past 31 
years. The Miami phone number is still (305) 913-4933 and the Email address is: 
caymanteam@hydeshipping.com. 
 
In Grand Cayman, Hyde Agencies Ltd., the local agent, is conveniently located in the Island 
Electronics Building at 90B Godfrey Nixon Way with a friendly, knowledgeable staff to assist you. 
The local telephone number is (345) 947-4933 and the Fax number is (345) 945-4933. 
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